
 

 
April 26, 2019 
 

INCREASING ETGAGE COVERAGE 
 

   This week I have a really good deal for several irrigators in the Gage, Jefferson and Saline 
County area that are also very busy planting this week.  I will accept the first three callers.  Please 
read on to let me explain.    
   The Nebraska Ag Water Management demonstration began in 2005 by the leadership and 
irrigation research outcomes of UNL Professor Suat Irmak who teamed up with certain extension 
educators in Nebraska, including myself.   Now it has grown to over 1,400 participants and it’s no 
longer a demonstration but a network of farmers that have used new technologies that are saving 
irrigation water and energy across the state.  The network was designed for encouraging the 
adoption of newer technologies that will enable farmers to use water and energy resources 
associated with irrigated crop production efficiently.   
   Two technologies that were demonstrated and used have been the watermark soil sensors and 
ETgages.  There are over 200 irrigators in the Lower Big Blue NRD that have purchased 
watermark sensors and/or ETgages since the cost share program began in 2008.   
   What is an ETgage? They are atmometers that are designed to simulate evapotranspiration (ET) 
from a plant canopy in a way that agrees with a plant's resistance to ET. The ETgage is a tool that 
can be used to mimic ET rates and this information can be utilized for irrigation management. The 
simplicity of use and interpretation of the ETgage data, as well as the economic feasibility, make 
it easy for farmers and consultants to monitor crop water use and irrigation needs.  To see what 
one looks like and how they work, go to the following 5 minute video: 
https://go.unl.edu/etgagevideo or look at: https://cropwatch.unl.edu/using-atmometer-or-etgage  
   It's basically a PVC tube filled with water and acts as a mini weather station to provide 
reference (ET) information for nearby fields.  Information is displayed on a sight tube mounted in 
front of a ruler on the instrument. Reading the sight tube is like reading a rain gauge in reverse as 
you watch to see how much the water level drops each week. Growers or crop consultants can use 
an atmometer to estimate how much water various crops are using based on crop stage of growth 
and changes in the sight tube from week to week and season to season with changing weather 
conditions. Using an ETgage is much more accurate than using average numbers for a given 
season or growth stage. 
   Professor Irmak studied the effect of using the ETgage to schedule corn irrigation at Clay 
Center. Over irrigation or 125% of the ET gage readings lost him 15 bu/acre corn one year and 8 
bu/acre corn the next, which was more yield loss compared to irrigating at 75% of the ETgage 
readings.  You also take into account rainfall at the location.  These findings of 4-6% yield losses 
with over irrigation have agreed with other water research studies.   
   So here’s the deal.  I have 3 ET gages to give to three irrigators, thanks to a grant.  The value of 
the ETgages are $225 each.  I will accept the first 3 callers (402-821-2151) to place them 
somewhere in Gage, Jefferson and Saline County in an irrigated area that makes the most sense to 
the cooperator.  It needs to be at least 8 miles from Wilber as I already post readings from an 
ETgage in the Wilber wellhead area.  In return for your receiving the ETgage, I ask that you 
monitor the ETgage once a week, record weekly rainfall at the same location and post your 
ETgage readings on the Internet at the UNL website weekly for others to see.   
 

https://go.unl.edu/etgagevideo
https://cropwatch.unl.edu/using-atmometer-or-etgage


 

   I can teach you how to use the technology and I will come out personally to help place the 
ETgage and set it up near an irrigated field of yours and show you how it works.  It will pay for 
itself in the time you spend, many times over.  I am looking for operators who have never used an 
ETgage so give me a call.  
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